
In his thought experiment, Bell imagined a source that produced pairs of entangled

spin-1/2 particles always with total spin zero: so if one points up (↑, represented as +1),

the other necessarily points down (↓, represented as −1). As in the Alice and Bob

experiment, the particles flew off in opposite directions and were made to pass through

detectors that could determine the direction of their spin. Call L the detector on the left and

R the detector on the right, as indicated below:

L——————(SOURCE)——————R

If all pairs of electrons and the two detectors were always aligned in the vertical

direction, we would obtain a perfect correlation: whenever one is measured to be up, the

other will be down, and vice versa. The amazing thing here is what we already know from

our discussion with polarized photons, that the entangled pair behaves as a unit, the second

one always “knowing” which direction to point, although “knowing” is surely the wrong

way to describe it. If, in quantum mechanics, we can only say a particle has a certain

property once it is measured, Alice’s particle only “became” spin-up once she measured it

to be so. And how could Bob’s particle know that so quickly? As Seth Lloyd wrote in his

book on quantum information, it is as if twin brothers at two faraway bars and with no

means of communicating always ordered the opposite of one another. If one says, “Beer,”

the other instantaneously says, “Whiskey”; if one says, “Whiskey,” the other says, “Beer.”4

To find a difference between quantum mechanics and possible extensions, Bell added a

variant to the experimental setup.5 We could choose to measure a particle’s spin in any
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experimentalist can create a table with the results for many runs, writing down the pairs of

numbers for each measurement.6 (In other words, each run corresponds to four separate

measurements, one for each arrangement of the detectors.) She could also study the values

for certain relations between the pairs of readings for each run. An interesting one is the

following, which we will call C:

C = (L| X R|) − (L/ X R|) + (L| X R/) + (L/ X R/) =

(L| − L/) X R| + (L| + L/) X R/

The last expression was obtained by rearranging the terms. The experimentalist

computes C for each run, going through the four possible settings for the detectors,

recording the values for the spin of both particles each time.7 If everything goes according

to local theories, the results must be as follows: since L| and L/ can only be either +1 or

−1, one of the two terms in parentheses will always vanish, while the other will be either +2

or −2. (For example, if L| = +1 and L/ = −1, the first term will equal +2, and the second

will vanish. If, instead, L| = −1 and L/ = +1, then the first term equals −2, and the second

will vanish.) And since R| and R/ are either +1 or −1 for each run, the end result for C will

always be either −2 or +2.

The experimentalist computes C for each run and records it. (See notes 6 and 7 for

details.) Say she does it N times. She can then compute the average value for C, Cave,

which is Cave = (C1 + C2 + . . . + CN) / N, where by C1 I mean the value for C for run 1,
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A diagram of Wheeler’s Delayed Choice Experiment

Wheeler’s point was that the photon would respond to whatever detecting device was

chosen. He called this a “delayed choice” experiment. The experimentalist’s free choice

determines the physical reality of the photon (wave or particle) presumably backwards in

time. This is how Wheeler explained his idea: “The past has no existence except as it is

recorded in the present. . . . The universe does not ‘exist out there,’ independent of all acts

of observation. Instead, it is in some strange sense a participatory universe.” He later

wrote, in an extension of his experiment to an astronomical light source, “We decide what

the photon shall have done after it has already done it.” Our choice interferes with the
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